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Horowitz & Perlmutter Present
“Alternative Health Solutions”

Tetrahedron, LLC is a non-profit educational corporation
that was founded in 1978 by internationally known public
health authority, Dr. Leonard G. Horowitz, to educate
people around the world on matters of extreme public
importance. For more than a quarter century, our growing
list of offerings have endorsed taking personal
responsibility for health choices, achieving optimal
wellness, assuring disease prevention through positive
lifestyles and risk avoidance, and keeping abreast of
controversial social, economic, environmental, and
political issues that pose myriad threats during this
fascinating and challenging age.

Dr. Horowitz Speaks on
National Television.

IN THE NEWS

Dr. Horowitz's Schedule
Search our site!

Although this website features the works of Dr. Horowitz,
in recent years Tetrahedron Publishing Group formed
alliances with other authors and mission-directed small
presses to contribute to humanity in unique, often
monumental, ways. Our books, tapes, CDs and DVDs
share life-saving advice, rare research intelligence, and,
thankfully, spiritually-uplifting truths.

THE APOCALYPSE
PREVENTION PROJECT

Peruse our articles archives, benefit from our multi-media
library, and link often to our affiliated websites. Always
keep an open mind. You will find that our offerings and
circle of friends benefit nearly everyone.

Investigators Conclude
Russian Defector is Lead
Suspect in Anthrax
Mailings Case

We thank you for sharing our products, and this
uncommon knowledge, liberally with others in your circle
of friends, family, and professional networks.
Enjoy!

Socio-Economic and
Political Correlates and
Antecedents to Epidemic
Autism

NEW! Dr. Horowitz Announces His New Book On "Coast to Coast"
Radio With George Noorey

NEW! Contradictions Between Medical Science and Immunization
BBC Broadcasts America’s
Bioweapons Culpability
But Omits British Ties to
the Anthrax Mailings

Anthrax Mailings
Espionage Special Report

Policy

Highest Recommendation and Glowing
Praise
from The Crusador .
Click here to view this review

"Public Health Expert May
Have Solved Anthrax
Mailing Mystery"
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DNA: Pirates of the Sacred Spiral
Description: Based on the latest
science, this monumental book
considers both uses and abuses of DNA
– “The Sacred Spiral.” Stunning
evidence compiled herein proves DNA
is
nature's
bioaccoustic
and
electromagnetic (that is, “spiritual”)
energy receiver, signal transformer, and quantum sound
and light transmitter. In other words, the bioenergetics of
genetics precipitates life. These scientific revelations bring
expanded spiritual meaning to life, physical embodiment,
and even evolution. Yet, leading genetic industrialists
prefer to keep these uplifting and freeing truths secret. The
infamous untrustworthy “Human Genome Pirates” operate
covertly, controlling genetic patents, spin-off technologies,
and public information dissemination. With the world's
most powerful banking and pharmaceutical cartel behind
them, they now control civilization's destiny. The greatest
risk of manipulation and threatened extinction is at hand.
As humanity teeters on the brink of unprecedented
DNA-mediated, spiritual ascendance or complete
enslavement if not extinction, argues award winning
author and public health expert, Dr. Leonard Horowitz,
this riveting prose provides critical direction for
humanity's physical spiritual salvation. This book offers
revolutionary new views of emerging genetic research
consistent with largely secreted science and sacred
spiritual knowledge. Chapters incorporated this
metaphysical science non-fiction thriller include
discussions of electro-genetics, quantum physics,
bioholography, human consciousness, and even spiritual
dynamics, to accomplish an urgent mission: awaken
humanity to the highest levels of risk awareness and
accountability for our planet's destiny.

Highest Recommendation and Glowing
Praise
from LIBRARY JOURNAL.
review.

Click here to read

Exposes the Scams and White Collar
Criminals Behind America’s “War on
Terrorism”
Death in the Air: Globalism,
Terrorism & Toxic Warfare
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Order your copy today!

In the wake of the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorist
attacks on America, and the pending
“Space Preservation Act of 2002” (H.R.
3616), this prophetically titled masterpiece
is MUST AND URGENT READING! By
giving you the full background and complete
picture of who funds global terrorist organizations AND space
based-weapons, and for what demonic purposes, Dr. Horowitz's
latest book may help save the planet and millions of lives.
Released in June 2001, this award-winning author's predictions
have now come true. Coming soon is biowarfare, increasing
global plagues, nuclear threats, more massive droughts and
earthquakes, and population control technologies operated from
space and effective beyond your wildest nightmares. Will you be
prepared with the intelligence you and your loved ones need to
survive? For beginners, this book is a crash course and reality
check. For seasoned preparedness and conspiracy buffs, here is
your next level, urgent lessons, and stunning documentation!
Again, this intelligence may be crucial to you and your family's
physical and spiritual survival. Order it Now!
Book Reviews and Critical Acclaim

Online Price: $29.15 Order your copy today!
FREE books for Congressional members and librarians Read This
Congressman Request form

• Library Request Form

The
Grassroots-Made
American Bestseller—More
than 50,000 Copies Sold
A
Classic
Politicallyincorrect Text That the New
York Times Refused to
Review
Tetrahedron, LLC's best selling book: Emerging Viruses; AIDS &
Ebola; Nature,Accident, or Intentional? can be purchased from
our online store. This highly acclaimed and controversial work,
written by Harvard graduate, Dr. Leonard Horowitz, DMD, MA,
MPH, challenges what most people believe is gospel about AIDS
and emerging viruses. This, and other publications we provide,
will broaden your social, political, scientific and even spiritual
perspectives regarding the current and coming plagues.

Book Reviews & Extraordinary Praise

Online Price: $29.15 Order your copy today!
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Life-saving Solutions for Health and
Protection Against the Current and Coming
Plagues!
Given the threat of deadly biological and
chemical weapons exposures during
"America's New War," if you want to survive
and thrive, boosting your natural immunity is
critical. Tetrahedron, LLC's titles, from the
highly acclaimed Taking Care of Yourself
nine-hour audiotaped training package
complete with guidebook, to Dr. Horowitz's
recent contribution, Healing Celebrations,
provides the intelligence you need to say
healthy during these risky times.

When you're done perusing our news and
articles sections, visit our virtual store, and
order your life-saving educational products.
Without your support, we cannot continue to
do our life-saving work.

Thanks for visiting us often.
To obtain life-saving and
health-enhancing products
and
information
endorsed
Horowitz, click here.
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